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Numbers 14:  6-9

I . Test Number One: The ability to stand . (Num. 14: 6-9)

A. Leaders at times make which cause them to stand

1. Leaders have to things when no one else them.

2. Leaders have to things when no one else with them.

3. Leaders have to things when no one else them.

B. Leaders because they know what they

1. Great

THE TESTS OF LEADERSHIP

2. Strong

3 .  Firm

II. Test Number Two: Leaders face and

A. Every leader faces the test of

B. Time tells the

1 . Time tells what is in your

2 . Time tells the depth of your

3 . Time tells what is the real source of your

C. Leaders must learn to

1.  Wait on

2. Wait on

3. Wait on

. (Num. 14:30)

.

D. Learn to understand that waiting is   

1 . Waiting forces you to

2 . It forces you to

3 . It forces you to

Test Number Three:

A. Change is a

1. Change in

2. Change in

3. Change in

and

of leaders hip.

zone.

. (Josh. l:l-2)



Iv.

V.

VI.

VII.

B. Leaders must be at the of change.

1. Leaders believe change equals

2. They believe when change, they must

3. They believe there is a way to use change for their

4. They believe they will enjoy the of change.

5. They believe they will from every change.

6. They believe in being an agent of change.

Test Number Four: Facing life with .

A. When others , the leader must have

B. Courage requires that we answer several

 1. Courage to seek  the truth even if it's  _  --_-   

2. Courage to have faith in the face of

3 . Courage to live an life.

4. Courage to make a

5. Courage to keep

6. Courage to keep

7. Courage to maintain

Test Number Five: Can you

A. Make the

B. God moments are

through? (Josh. 4:3)

bigger than the

to the future.

Test Number Six: encounters. (Josh. 5:13-15)

A .

B.

C .

D .

Ask the right

Do the right

Listen with the right

. (vs. 13)

.-   

Have the attitude.

Test Number Seven: Life-long

A. at finishing well.

B. Make the decisions.

C . Live your life so it

. (Josh. 24:15)

you. (vs. 31)


